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Parakaleo Local Network Commitment Agreement 

For husband & wife to read together: 
I commit to attending our monthly gatherings. 
I will ask my husband to commit to childcare responsibilities during our gatherings.  
I commit to keeping the information shared in our group within the group. 
I commit to sharing my life and story, not the lives and stories of others. 
I commit to practicing good listening skills. 
I commit to growing in my understanding that I am loved beyond my wildest dreams yet 
far more sinful than I am aware.  
I commit to participating in table consults by  

§ Bringing my present concerns to the group for their input
§ Staying within the given time limit when sharing
§ Actively listening during other women’s consults
§ Asking clarifying questions
§ Asking others if they would like my input before giving it
§ Asking permission to press in on areas they may be blinded to
§ Helping our group move away from fixing by asking questions like, “How did that

comment make you feel? or “How are you feeling about the type of input you are
receiving now?”

§ Ensuring one person does not consistently take all the time

I commit to the redressing of others by covering shame with grace, validating pain with 
empathy, and affirming dignity with truth. 

Covering Shame with Grace 

Affirm   
sUse words to move 
towards the person who just 
shared. 
sMaintain eye contact. 
s Remember the power of
warm or wet eyes.

Avoid 
sFormulating your response 
while listening 
sSaying nothing 
sSpeaking to everything in 
her story 
sAsking questions 

Validating Pain with 
Empathy 

Affirm  
sAsk yourself, “What does 
this person need from me at 
this point?  How can I show 
her I still respect her?” 
sFocus on her story. 
sBe aware of her tears. 

Avoid 
sDrawing attention to 
yourself or your own story  
sProcessing her story 
sTelling her how she should 
feel  
sSaying, “Its okay.” 
sGetting her to stop crying 

Affirming Dignity with 
Truth 

Affirm  
sGive the comfort and grace 
Christ gives. 
sGive what you hear and 
see and know to be true: ex: 
I see great strength in you as 
you tell your story. 

Avoid 
sPreaching 
sQuoting verses  
sFixing 
sGiving pat answers 




